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Network: definition
• From retis, ret, net, very wide mesh fabrics;
hence reticular, crosslinked.

• Distribution of the elements of an organization in different points:

– Clandestine organization
(espionage, resistance)

– Set of people
connected.
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Types of networks

According to the work of engineers
in telephone lines
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Exemple of local centralized networks
Plateau area

• Bronze Age
1150-950 BCE

1: Ordinary farm
2: Hillfort
3: Hamlet or village
4: Enclosed elite farm
5: Not enclosed elite farm

Alluvial valley
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Communication
network according to
the actors and scales
associated with them

from Torsten Hägerstrand
1953
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Interdisciplinary fusion of work on social networks:
psychology, social anthropology, sociology,
mathematics
• From 1980, H. Russel Bernard and Alvin Wolfe
: series of interdisciplinary symposia The Sun
Belt and the European Meetings.
• Results of this synthesis = published under the
title Social Network Analysis by Stanley
Wasserman and Katherine Faust (1994).

Post recognition of Jacob Moreno
Observation: some children form friendly relationships
beyond their differences in age, sex or race => idea to
graphically represent emotional relationships between
children to make them apparent.

• Sociograms : affinity (1934)
• Primary school: 10 years and 12 years

From graph theory to network morphology
# Network = described as a graph: edges and vertices.
# Definition of types of networks.

# Measurement of connexity and connectivity in a network.
# Evaluation of accessibility within the network.

Travel time to city

WEISS J. D. et al. 2018 — A global map of travel time to cities to asses
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Networks: evalution of territorial differentiation

# by selection of the nodes equipped in the early stages (hierarchical
diffusion);
# by short-circuiting smaller nodes linked to older networks.
# through the effects of accessibility on attractiveness: feedback loop
positive.

Variations in network density:
correlations and results
• In societies, the density of networks is correlated with the level of
development (so possibilities of evaluation and comparison of social
complexity).

Mississipi Culture :
Cahokia 800-1400

Image courtesy Cahokia Mounds State Historic Site, painting by William R. Iseminger.

Network approach stimulates comparison of societies
connected: the case of states
• First : the reflections on the emergence of the State, conceived as virgin
political entities of this type. The authors of these models attempted to
explain how and why political, economic, and ideological factors had
evolved to form the earliest « primary states » in various parts of the world.

• We know that the great majority of states appeared later, in contact with
one or more states already constituted. But the tendency has long been to
assume that, if states were "secondary", their formation did not need to be
explained, or that the existence of
these political formations was due to
the simple fact that they were
secondary, as if they had contracted
a virus (Parkinson, Galaty 2007).

2 pionners in primary and secondary states studies
• Barbara J. Price (1978) had distinguished two forms of
secondary states:
- those that emerged in the historical, generational
succession of a pre-existing state,
- those that emerged from the interaction of societies
with politically less complex societies.
There is no doubt that it is essential to distinguish
between the primary and secondary states.
• Joyce Marcus (1998) had proposed dynamic pattern of
state trajectories.
It becomes possible to model their variability over long
time.
It highlights the cycles of consolidation, expansion and
dissolution experienced by the political entities studied
over time (particularly interested in the history of
specific centers having extended their authority over
previously autonomous regions before losing them).

Sociogram + graphs theory = network theory
• Function of the networks: to relate places and everything
that is located there.
• Description of networks by their length and density:
Total length (L) = addition of the lengths of all segments
of the network (in m or km).
Average length (L / N) = total length / number of nodes.
Density of the tracks according to the surface (Ds)
= total lane length / served area Ds (L / S).
See density of drainage for a watershed (L / S).
- Density of the nodes (stations ...)
Dn = N / S.
- Density of roads for the population
served: Dp = L / P.

Generalization of perspective
• William Parkinson and Michael Galaty have shown
that similar models have been proposed to explain the
long-term variability of other types of societies:
- tribal (Parkinson 2002)
- chiefdom (Anderson 1990).
This means that similar trajectories of integration, and
even complete subjection, can also be detected in
less complex social contexts.

World-systems
•

Christopher Chase-Dunn and Thomas Hall (1993) have come
closer, as I did (Brun 1987), to Braudel's conception of the
world-economy or world-systems to formalize the comparison
of interactions between organized societies of very different
ways, politically, economically and culturally.

•

In 2010, they proposed a general model of technological and
political change at societal system level that is systemically
connected, interdependent. Mutual connections are always
influenced by the interplay of demographic pressures,
environmental degradation and conflicts between social
groups.

•

With Bruce Lerro (2014), he pushed the reflection further. The
major idea is that changes in institutions, social structures,
and development logics, are most often triggered by the
actions of individuals and political organizations in the context
of mutual semi-peripheral relationships. As regional worldsystems became larger and internal political entities
developed and became more hierarchical were created,
reciprocal relations between them became more hierarchical
as new ways of extracting resources from distant peoples.

Center/periphery system
• Center / periphery hierarchies thus
emerged. Some semi-peripheral
entities have become the most
active agents of the system and
have organized themselves into
chiefdoms, states or larger empires;
often by conquest. Demography, political organization and size of
commercial networks have been increased. This evolution led to the
current global system.
• Authors carefully consider how the new conceptions of their identity by
individuals may have affected cognitive development in states (writing,
money). They demonstrate the value of archaeological data in
understanding these questions. They thus encourage archaeologists to
explore the nature of ancient social dynamics in a way that contributes
to the great mosaic of human history through a comparative method
that recognizes differences but holds back also the main similarities.

Prospect
# A development probably major in
social sciences, so for history and
archeology, in particular for a best
understanding of the actual
globalization.
# A development that will be made
possible by the sharp rise in
computing capacity, in particular
the connections between the
components of the world-systems
that have gradually become
interconnected have changed the
internal organization of all the
societies involved.

humains

Philippe Beaujard :
World-systems between 350 BCE and 1000 CE

